[Codon usage of Chinese hamster ovary cells.].
To investigate the optimal codons of dihydrofolate reductase (dhfr) minus Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO dhfr-). A cDNA library of CHO dhfr- containing high abundence mRNA was constructed and protein-coding sequences were obtained after identification and analysis. Codon frequence of CHO dhf- was compared with that of Chinese hamster in CUTG database. Then codon usage variation among cDNA was investigated using correspondence analysis (COA). Fifty qualified cDNAs from CHO dhfr- were selected, which encodes proteins of high abundence. Comparing with the codon frequence of Chinese hamster, the highest frequence of synonymous codons for amino acids in CHO dhfr- cells were the same as Chinese hamster except that of Arg and Pro. This method of COA identifies the first main factor which can account for the largest fractions (14.7%) of variation among cDNAs. Twenty-two synonymous codons were identified as the optimal codons of CHO cell. CHO dhfr- cell has its own optimal codons, it is suggested that codon bias is one of reasons for functional diversity of different mammal cells and it is an effective stratagy to modification of the codon usage of the foreign gene according to the optimal codons of CHO dhfr- to increase the production of foreign gene.